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Abstract 

Beekeeping started in ancient times when the first humans naturally killed the swarms nesting in tree and stone hollows and 

utilized their honey. Beekeeping, which was practiced with primitive methods until a few years ago, has developed up to today's 

modern beekeeping in the light of scientific discoveries and developments. There are approximately 56 million beehives 

worldwide and 1.2 million tons of honey is produced from these hives. For this reason, honey is seen as a foodstuff that the first 

people meet their need for sugar, easy to digest, and quickly mixed into the blood. In addition, materials such as pollen, propolis, 

bee venom, and beeswax obtained from beekeeping have a very important place in health and industrial fields. However, there 

are not enough resources to guide today's beekeepers both for beekeeping and for bees and bee products in our country and in the 

world. Within the scope of this study, the historical development of beekeeping, beekeeper's calendar, hive types and sizes, honey 

harvesting and hive care, bee products, etc. It aims to give an overview to people interested in beekeeping. 
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1. Introduction 

The earliest evidence of true beekeeping dates back to ancient Egypt in 2450 BC. It is also possible to find reliefs 

of hives and bees in the Sun Temple of the Fifth Dynasty pharaoh, Newossere Any, discovered south of the Great 

Pyramid of Giza in 1898. Early humans naturally killed the bees that settled in tree hollows and rock cavities and 

benefited from their honey. The history of beekeeping, paintings drawn in caves dating back to 7000 BC, bee fossils, 

and similar historical finds from very old years confirm this view [1]. In historical development, tree hives were 

used as hives until the Stone Age, then earthen and clay containers were used as hives and developed until the 

beehives used today. Real beekeeping started with people taking some honey without killing the bees nesting in the 

tree hives and leaving some honey to the bees. [2]. Although global stocks of managed honey bee colonies appear to 

be increasing, significant declines in wild and domesticated bees and colony losses have been reported in many parts 

of the world. Beekeeping, which is seen as one of the important branches of modern agriculture, can be successfully 

practiced almost everywhere in our country. The climate, vegetation, rainfall regime, and topographical and 

geological features of the geography we live in allow for high yields in beekeeping [3]. Beekeeping is an occupation 

where good results can be obtained with little capital, labor, and a conscious approach. Anyone who wants can 

easily take care of 2-3 hives in the garden of his/her house, or it can be increased to 20-30 hives by adding a 

commercial dimension to the business. Therefore, it can be the main occupation for a family's livelihood. In addition 

to this, it can also be easily done as an auxiliary activity that provides additional income besides the main profession 

[4]. Various products obtained from beehives such as honey, beeswax, pollen, bee venom, and propolis provide 

important inputs to the national economy. The frequent use of these products in the food and health sector and their 

consumption as food are of great importance for healthy living and balanced nutrition. The greatest importance of 

beekeeping in terms of agriculture is that it helps the pollination of plants. Many orchard owners around the world 

rent beehives for their orchards during the pollination period. According to research, this natural function of the bee 

in the pollination factor provides a 40% increase in yield. The bee travels from flower to flower to collect pollen and 

provides a great advantage in fertilizing plants with natural methods [5]–[7].  

Traditional beekeeping is a type of beekeeping that has been going on for centuries, in the traditional system 

everything continues in its natural course. In our country, it is done in hives called black hives. The type and 

dimensions of black hives vary from region to region. There are those made by hand such as wooden crates, as well 

as those made by knitting in the form of baskets or plastered with mud, slime, and animal excrement. Bee colonies 

are not under the control of the beekeeper. At this point, the only thing the beekeeper can do is to protect the hive 

against negative external factors. In traditional beekeeping, it is not possible to feed the bees when necessary, 

diagnose and treat diseases, intervene in hive problems, replace the queen with a more efficient queen, etc. [8]. In 

the traditional system, the honeycomb and honey must have completely natural ingredients. For this reason, honey 

produced by traditional methods is more preferred in the market than honey produced by modern methods [9]. 

Modern beekeeping is a type of beekeeping that started in the 1850s with the discovery of frame hives. 3 main 

features distinguish modern beekeeping from the traditional system. First of all, the frame inside the hive, the ready-

made combs, and the machines for extracting honey from the combs differ. For 1 kilogram of honey, the honeybee 

visits about 5.5 million flowers to collect nectar and transforms it into honey in the hive. If a single bee produced a 

500-gram jar of honey, it would be able to fill it in 2,000 days. This corresponds to approximately 5.5 years. Honey 

bees, on the other hand, live for a maximum of 45 days and spend a great deal of labor to produce a jar of honey. 

Ready-made honeycomb makes the bee's work much easier [10]. The bee frame quickly fluffs up the finished comb 

and starts to store honey in the comb chambers. Thus, she is freed from the process of building the foundation of the 

hive and spends most of her time storing honey.  In addition, the beeswax in the honeycombs emptied of honey in 

the honey extractor can be used again and again by the bees [11]. The main advantages that distinguish the modern 

system from traditional beekeeping can be listed as follows: 

 Since a ready-made comb is used, the bee spends its performance on honey storage, so honey production is 

higher than expected. 

 Hives can be opened easily, and diseases and in-hive problems can be detected. 
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 Honey harvesting is quite easy. 

 Queen change can be made for breed breeding. 

 It is under the control of the beekeeper to swarm or not to swarm weak hives.  

 Artificial swarming is possible. 

 Bee products such as pollen, bee venom, and royal jelly can be taken easily.  

 New developments and techniques in beekeeping can be applied. 

 It is much easier in modern hives to prevent the winter and spring extinction of bees when honey is scarce. 

The disadvantage of modern beekeeping is the suspicion of the substances used in the production of artificial comb 

on the bee. Due to the lack of standards and weak controls on artificial honeycombs, beekeepers are skeptical. The 

way to avoid this suspicion is not to consume the artificial part in the middle of the purchased artificial honeycomb 

[12]. 

In this study, it is aimed to create the literature necessary for beekeeping to be done with the right methods and 

techniques. From the historical development of beekeeping to honey harvesting, bee calendar, bee care, and bee 

products, it is aimed to give a general perspective to people interested in beekeeping. As a result, it is envisaged to 

ensure the sustainability of beekeeping. 

2. How to start beekeeping?  

Before starting beekeeping, you should start beekeeping after learning basic theoretical information from the 

right books, magazines, and related institutions. The biggest factor that leads new beekeepers to failure is relying on 

hearsay information. For this reason, it is the healthiest to contact people who are successfully practicing modern 

beekeeping around you and learn the right starting information. It is possible to start beekeeping with modern 

methods by adding swarms to an empty hive that we buy, by hiving stray bees that we find in the field, or by buying 

a hive with bees. The best of these methods is to start by buying a hive with a strong bee population and a young 

queen. With this method, it is possible to approach the hive and the bee with more accurate techniques. For 

beginners, 3 hives are ideal, after learning the techniques, the number of hives can be increased over time and 

commercialized [9], [13]. 

The first thing the beekeeper needs to learn is undoubtedly the rules to be considered when entering the apiary. 

To do beekeeping safely, it is necessary to know what behaviors annoy bees and take precautions. For example, 

opening the hive door in windy, rainy, and harsh weather; approaching the apiary by applying pungent odors such as 

essence, perfume, and cologne; blowing on the bee ball, breathing directly on the bee; also, when hive maintenance 

is to be done, it is necessary to move calmly and quickly and not to stop on the flight paths of bees [14]. The second 

thing to learn is the method of opening the beehive and checking the frames. When the beekeeper looks at a frame, 

he should be able to recognize which cell contains honey, which cell contains brood, or which contains pollen. He 

should also be able to recognize the female bee, drone, and queen at first glance. From time to time, the beekeeper 

will be confronted with various problems in the hive and must learn to deal with them [15]. They should feed the 

bees when necessary, harvest the products at the end of the period, and learn the methods of bringing the apiary to 

the wintering position. Therefore, the beekeeper who wants to be successful should constantly research and try to 

follow and learn the current methods of beekeeping [16]. 

3. Hive types and dimensions 

The technical characteristics, location, and types of hives in which bee colonies spend their entire lives are 

directly related to the efficiency of beekeeping. Various hive models are used around the world, but the most widely 

used are Langstroth and Dadant-type hives. Although Langstroth-type hives are mostly used in our country, 

intermediate models close to the Dadant type are the majority because the hive dimensions are made differently. A 

Dadant-type hive consists of 5 parts (Fig. 1.). These are; the bottom board, body or brood box, honey box, cover 

board, and cover [7]. 
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Fig. 1. Dadant-type hive consists of a cover, cover board, honey box, brood box, and bottom board. 

 

The bottom board of the hive should be made of a single piece; if it cannot be made of a single piece, gaps 

should not be left at the joints of the pieces. Because every gap and crack in the bottom board provides a habitat for 

fungi, bacteria, and insects that may come from the environment [17]. The moth butterfly is the most common 

example. The body, or brood box, is the main habitat of bees. This is where the bees enter the hive. The queen is 

located in this section and during the brood rearing period she is on the honeycomb in the brood box. In some 

periods, when the bees cannot fit in the hive body, they go upstairs. Since the bee colony is in the brood chamber 

during the winter season, the hive body must be strong and resistant to the harsh conditions of winter. In addition, 

sacks or sturdy pieces of cloth can be used as cover boards, many beekeepers prefer pieces of cloth. The advantage 

of rags is that they do not annoy the bees by making noise when the hive cover is opened and help to ventilate the 

inside of the hive in summer. This helps to get rid of moisture and dampness inside the hive. There must be 

ventilation holes in the hive cover and these holes must be opened in summer. The cover should be made in such a 

way that it fits the hive well and protects the hive in adverse weather conditions. As mentioned, if the hive is to be 

purchased ready-made, it should be purchased from companies that are especially engaged in beekeeping and know 

this subject. There are various technical errors in the hives prepared by local carpenters who are not engaged in 

beekeeping. Therefore, no matter which type of hive is preferred, there are common rules to be considered for a 

good hive [18], [19]. 

Rules to be considered in a good hive  

1. The hive body, i.e., the brood box, should be at least 2.5-3 cm. The boards to be used for the hive body should be 

made of well-dried, knotless, and strong wood. Linden wood is highly preferred in hive construction, instead the 

most ideal is pine wood. 

 

2. The hives must be made by people who are engaged in beekeeping or have knowledge in this field and their 

measurements must be precise. It should be ensured that all hives are the same size. If the dimensions are not taken 

into consideration, using frames and honey in different hives will cause various problems. 
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3. Particular attention should be paid to the joints of the hive body. It should not be perforated or hollow, and 

insulation should be paid attention to prevent moisture. 

 

4. Hive models should be made according to previously tested and accepted measurements. The models that emerge 

at the end of long efforts enable the bees to live in the best way and produce products without disturbing their 

natural order.  

 

5. Only the outward-facing sides of the hives should be painted white or beige. 

 

6. Those who will do mobile beekeeping should prefer a flat hive cover, those who will do fixed beekeeping should 

prefer a cradle-shaped hive cover. 

 

7. Hive bottom board should be made mobile if possible. 

 

8. Necessary gaps should be left for the bees to move easily in the hive and for the hive to be ventilated on summer 

days. According to these measurements, 

 7.5 mm between the two frames on the sides and the inner surface of the shell, 

 10 mm between the frame head and the inner surface of the barrel, 

 25 mm between the bottom board and the bottom slat of the frame, 

 The gap between the two frames is 36-38 mm, 

 12 mm between the top slats of the frame, 

 There should be a 10 mm gap between the top slats of the frame and the cover board. 

 

9. Langstroth type hive is highly preferred according to TSE 3409 standards which is the most suitable for the 

methods and dimensions in beekeeping ( Fig. 2.). 
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Fig. 2. Langstroth-type hive dimensions according to TSE 3409 standards. 

4. Bee care 

Beekeeping is one of the most common agricultural activities all over the world. The most important feature that 

distinguishes modern beekeeping from traditional beekeeping is that the bees can be easily fed when necessary. 

Feeding is done in the spring, when the bees start to come out of the hive, to encourage the queen to lay eggs. The 

queen laying as early and as many eggs as possible strengthens the colony. The queen's activity leads to an increase 

in yield during the honey collection season [20]. Autumn feeding is to complete the winter food of the bees and 

again to encourage the queen to lay eggs and to ensure that the bees enter the winter with young and healthy bees. 

For this reason, it is necessary to check the bee's care and nutrition status frequently. In the spring season, the 

sherbet is prepared in the form of water with sugar at a ratio of 1:1. In the fall season, sugar is increased in a ratio of 

1:2. For example, it is prepared as a ratio of 1 kilogram of sugar to 1 kilogram of water or a glass of sugar to a glass 
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of water. If a spoonful of honey is added to the mixture while preparing sherbet, the tendency of bees to sherbet 

increases. It is possible to prepare this mixture with various ingredients. Sherbet is prepared with clean water, so 

first boil the water, and wait for the boiled water to cool down a little. Add sugar or honey to the water that is warm 

enough not to burn the finger. Stir until the sugar is completely dissolved and do not boil again after this stage. 

Sherbet boiled again will cause digestive tract disorders in bees. The syrup should be given in the afternoon when 

the weather is warm and should not be too hot or cold. There are various feeders for giving sherbet, and the amount 

of sherbet prepared is adjusted depending on the consumption power of the bees. However, if the beekeeper does not 

have a feeder box at hand, the alternative is to make a few small holes in the lid of a jar. The syrup is poured into the 

jar and the lid is tightly closed and placed over the feeding hole drilled on the lid. Another method is to pour the 

prepared syrup into the cells of the swollen comb. Care should be taken not to chill the bees in the honeycomb taken 

out and sherbetted, and to feed them without harming them. If for some reason the feeding of bees is forgotten, or if 

it is necessary to feed the bees at a time when the weather is not suitable; bee cake is a very easy method instead of 

sugar syrup. Because giving syrup when the hive is not opened and the bees cannot go out for food increases the 

possibility of diarrhea, pathogenicity, and dysentery in the colony [21], [22]. There are commercially available bee 

cakes, but there is also an easy recipe that anyone can prepare at home. Strained honey and powdered sugar are 

kneaded in a bowl to make bee cake. The cake kneaded until it reaches the consistency of dough is wrapped in a 

bag. Depending on the consumption power of the bees in the hive, the prepared cake is opened and placed in the 

feeding area. Alternative techniques are used in cake preparation according to the nutritional content of the bees. If 

we formulate them: 3 kg honey, 1 kg pollen, and 6 kg powdered sugar; 3 kg honey, 1 kg skim milk powder, 6 kg 

powdered sugar; 3 kg honey, 6 kg powdered sugar, 400 g skim milk powder, 20 g pollen or bee vitamin. With these 

methods, the bee care and feeding period is realized very easily and efficiently in line with the possibilities 

available. 

5. Beekeeper calendar 

For people interested in bee care and breeding, 4 main periods are very important. These periods can be 

classified as spring care, honey harvesting period, fall care, and finally wintering period. Problems that follow each 

other during the period can be faced with problems that reduce yield, damage the hive, and negatively affect the 

fight against external factors. Therefore, the goal of the modern beekeeper is to make the queen bee more effective 

and increase the number of worker bees in the hive until the honey harvest period [23]. When the total number of 

bees in the harvest season reaches around 80,000-100,000, the beekeeper will have reached the desired amount of 

honey. During this period, the beekeeper must fulfill his/her duties with care and experience, because if the number 

of healthy bees in the hive increases, the amount of nectar will increase at the same rate [24]. 

5.1. Spring Care  

In the spring period, the care that the beekeeper will do on the hives has a great impact on the honey yield that 

year. The first thing a conscious beekeeper should do is to maximize the honey yield that year without neglecting 

spring maintenance. This period, which is defined by taking the days when the vegetation on the land is dense, 

covers 10-30 days on average. During the spring season, vegetation, climate, and geographical conditions affect the 

amount of nectar. Bees store the honey left over from their daily nectar needs for the hive in the hive during this 

season. The second work to be done in the apiary during this season is the precautions taken for winter. Also, during 

this period, it is to remove the items that will prevent the bees' nectar search and flight. If the hives are placed side 

by side and covered, it is necessary to arrange the hive positions according to the appropriate intervals given. If the 

hive entrance holes are closed, they should be opened, and bee dead and waste that block the flight holes should be 

cleaned. When we divide the beekeeper's calendar into seasons, the all-important honey-harvesting season covers a 

very small period [7]. 
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5.2. First Care and External Intervention to Hives 

Bees do not miss the opportunity to go out for excretion, especially during the warm and fertile days of spring. 

During this period when the flower population increases in the environment, they start to carry pollen to the hive. 

However, the cold at night and the increase in temperature during the day cause the bees to get sick frequently and 

the brood to get cold. For this reason, it is not right to open the hive until the weather is completely warm. In 

addition, opening the hive in cold weather makes the bees panic and irritable, and the decrease in the hive 

temperature increases the honey consumption of the bees. It is the healthiest method to detect the problem by 

intervening from the outside of the hive and observing the movements of the bees until the weather warms up during 

the period [25]. The following are the conditions to be observed when externally inspecting the beekeeper: 

5.2.1. Efficiency of the queen 

The presence or absence of the queen, which is vital for a hive, is very important. If the bees enter and leave the 

hive quickly on favorable days and seasons and bring nectar, this indicates the efficiency of the queen. However, if 

the bees are not carrying nectar and are hovering on the outer surface of the hive, the queen is most likely dead for 

the winter [26]. 

5.2.2. Food status 

Checking the nutritional status, it is possible to tell from the wax residue on the bottom board of the hive that the 

nectar is rapidly depleting and the bees are starving. Also, if the lavra sacs have started to be expelled, this may be 

because the brood is cold or hungry. If there are a lot of dead bees being thrown out, it is an indication of a disease 

in the hive or that the food supply has reached a critical level. When food becomes scarce in the hive, older bees 

begin to commit suicide for the sake of the young bees and the health of the hive. This suicide takes place by 

clamping their heads in the comb chamber and suffocating. In addition, it is not correct to give sherbet to hives with 

critical nutritional status because the weather has not warmed up completely. It would be more appropriate to give 

solid feed to hives that need nutritional support. As described in the bee cake recipe, a mixture of powdered sugar 

and strained honey should be prepared and given from the feeding area. However, if there is no material for bee 

cake, glazes are taken from the honey frame from previous periods and left on the brood frames [27].  

5.2.3. Hive population 

It is possible to determine this number by monitoring the number of bees entering and leaving the hive. If worker 

bees enter and leave the hive one or two at a time, it indicates that the bee population in the hive is low and 

insufficient. But if the worker bee enters and leaves the hive 3-5 times in a healthy and lively way, it shows that the 

hive is strong. At the same time, in the evening, after the bees enter their nests when the hive is tapped lightly, 

strong hives react very quickly, and a strong buzz is emitted. Weak hives have a very weak buzz [28].  

5.2.4. Disease status 

It is possible to estimate whether the bees in the hive are diseased by observing the number of bees entering and 

leaving the hive. If there are more dead bees on the bottom board of the hive than expected and we know that the 

amount of food inside is sufficient, it is first thought that the bees are diseased. Therefore, Varroa disease is seen if 

wingless bees are hovering at the bottom of the hive or on the floor; Nosema disease is seen if there are small groups 

of bees on the floor and around the flight tray and the bees are not flying [29]. If the bees are carrying pupal-looking 

dead brood from the hive to the flight tray, they have Lime or Stone disease. In cases of various diseases like this, it 

is normal for the bees to have diarrhea for the first few days they are outside. However, if this period is prolonged 

and lasts for weeks, dysentery should be suspected if the flight tray and the front of the apiary are dirty [10]. During 
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the external inspection, hives that are likely to be diseased or problematic should be marked, and when it is time for 

internal inspection, those hives should be serviced first. When the weather gets warmer and the temperature 

difference between day and night decreases, it is time for internal maintenance and inspection of the hives. It should 

be started in the early hours of a calm and sunny day that will not move the bees during maintenance [30]. During 

internal maintenance, it is necessary to perform the following operations first in order: 

 

a) If the bees are irritable during the first maintenance, the bellows are lit and smoke is given appropriately without 

suffocating the hive. If the smoke is not given properly, it has the opposite effect on the bees and they become 

irritable and flighty. In the spring period, the insufficient amount of nectar in the field and the critical level of 

nutrients in the hive is also a state of stress for bees. Therefore, it is possible to see the bees irritable in the first 

phase of the internal examination. The bellows are lit and smoke is given 2-3 times in slow waves through the flying 

hole and after waiting for about 2 minutes, the noise starts to decrease. The condition of the bees is checked by 

opening the top cover, if necessary, smoke is given slowly several times from the edges of the cover. The top cover 

is not opened completely to prevent the brood from getting cold. However, if the top cover of the hive is in one 

piece, the maintenance should be completed as soon as possible and the top of the hive should not be left open. In 

addition, the top of the hive should be covered with a cloth opened as much as necessary, and move quickly [31]. 

 

b) The hive frames are checked one by one to check their condition. The frames should be kept in the hive to avoid 

the risk of the queen falling out and being damaged or destroyed. During this check, the number of eggs and lavra, 

the condition of the worker bees, and the amount of honey and pollen are reviewed. If there is a mix of lavra in 

different stages of growth in a frame, with occasional empty eyes, this indicates that the queen is aging and 

inefficient in the hive. It is normal to have brood in different lavra stages in the same frame. But a fertile queen lays 

eggs without any gaps between cells and it is possible to see the areas with brood in a strip. The appearance of the 

lavra in the different stages is uniform, not jumbled together.  Bees stand in clusters, especially on cold winter days. 

For this reason, in the first days of the spring season, brood can be seen in the frames inside the hive where the bees 

are concentrated, and the number of bees and brood decreases as you move toward the edges. As the weather gets 

warmer and the bees start to spread in and around the hive, the number of broods starts to increase towards the frame 

[32]. 

 

To keep the temperature of the brood chamber constant, the frames that are not occupied by bees are taken out and 

the internal volume is reduced by placing a hive partition board. In the section without a partition board, straw, 

grass, rags, newspapers, etc. are filled with easily accessible, clean parts to provide insulation. At the same time, the 

top cover of the hive should be overhauled in such a way that the young do not catch cold. Honey frames left over 

from the previous period may have occupied too much space, leaving no space for the queen to lay eggs. These 

frames are removed and replaced by frames with fluffed and ready-made honeycomb. Because of the abundant 

nectar in the field, the bees store a lot of honey in the hive, so there may be no space left in the hive for the queen to 

lay eggs. In this case, the drone cells in the brood box should also be removed, and a fluffed honeycomb or ready-

made honeycomb with female cells should be placed in that area [33], [34].   

 

c) The condition of the queen in the hive should be reviewed. If the queen is present or not, if her wings are worn 

out, if she is old, if she is sick, or if her ability to lay eggs has decreased for some reason, she must be replaced with 

a new queen [35]. 

 

d) The honeycomb cell or hive is checked for diseases such as mold, honeycomb moth, foulbrood, and bee lice. 

Necessary measures must be taken for diseases that show symptoms in the hive. There are alternative treatment 

methods for all bee diseases in our country. Before using these medicines, it should be ensured that they are licensed 

and produced only for bees. It is necessary to use some protective medicines, vitamins, and support mixtures against 

disease during this period. It is necessary to make the relevant preventive and therapeutic medicines against diseases 
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in the early spring when the bee population is low. because the risk of finding drug residue in the honey stored in the 

hive is minimized because the honey harvest has not yet started [36]. 

 

e) The physical structure of the hive should be reviewed. If there is a situation that will prevent the development of 

bees or offspring, the hive should be replaced. Hives that are thought to have problems should be removed from the 

apiary and necessary maintenance should be done. In addition, moldy, moth-eaten, and rusty hives are dried by 

placing them in the sun. Holes, cracks, and dismantled places on the hive should be repaired with new pieces of 

wood. Bee wastes on the surface of the hive should be scraped and cleaned completely and then disinfected with a 

blowtorch or by holding it over a burning fire at regular intervals. Hive painting should be repeated without neglect 

during this period [37]. 

 

f) In a hive with 10 frames during the brooding period, if 2 frames have a lot of bees, this family is weak. If the 

number of frames is 3-4 and the queen is old and sick, this is also effective in the weakness of the hive. However, if 

the hive has 3-4 frames and the queen is healthy, her activity in the hive is moderate. If the number of frames in the 

hive is more than 4 and the queen is hardworking, it can improve itself until the honey harvest season which is an 

indication that it will be a strong hive.  If the number of bees and brood in the hive is low, this hive should be 

combined with another hive. 1 strong hive produces more honey than 10 weak hives. In hives with 3-4 frames and 

hard-working queens, it is necessary to supplement the young comb in other strong hives. In the hives, the frame 

with closed eyes should be removed from its place and the cells on it should be cleaned and placed in the place to be 

strengthened [38].  

 

g) For hives whose nutritional status has reached a critical level, supplements should be fed from outside. This 

process can also be repeated to encourage the queen to lay eggs. On days when the weather is cold and opening a 

hive is risky, it can be supported with various products, but after the weather warms up, sherbet can be given easily. 

Bees usually prepare themselves for the cold winter settings and start to die out in the spring when the weather starts 

to warm up. This is because bees are dormant during winter and consume very little food. But as the weather warms 

up, the bees become active and their food consumption is very fast. Since the flower population is high in the field, 

the hive that is left without food during this period is doomed to die. To prevent this situation, the nutritional status 

of the hives should be checked and bee activity should be increased [39]. If there are honeyed and glazed frames in 

the hive, it is necessary to encourage the bees by scratching over the glaze to make it easier for the bees to feed. If 

there is not enough food for the bees and they are weak from hunger, they will probably not eat the prepared syrup. 

In such cases, warm syrup is immediately prepared and sprayed into the hive without harming the bees and without 

getting them wet. This process saves the hive from extinction by directing the bees, which are revived during the 

period, towards more sherbet [40]. 

 

h) If there is no natural water source close to the apiary, the water source for the bees must be clean, clear, and 

changed daily [41]. 

6. Swarm of bees 

A population of bees living in colonies can reproduce again in colonies by splitting into hives with the queen. 

This division of hives is called swarming. The new population that leaves the hive is called swarming bees. The 

swarming season is one of the most busy periods for the beekeeper. During this season, the hives should be well 

maintained and the apiary should be monitored and kept under control at certain times of the day [42]. This 

phenomenon is very common when the season and the flower population are very diverse. In the spring, the bees, 

whose numbers are increasing and no longer fit in the hive, begin to prepare for swarming. The swarming season 

covers the period from the beginning of May to mid-June. The beginning and end of the swarming period varies 

according to climate, vegetation, and geographical conditions. The swarming season ends with the start of the major 

honey collection season when pollen levels are at their highest. The most obvious indication that the colony is ready 
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for swarming is the appearance of queen udders on the hive frames. Normally there is only one queen in each hive 

and when a second queen is encountered, war between colonies begins. The queen in the hive cannot even tolerate 

the new queen udders carried by the worker bees and tries to damage them. However, during the swarming season, 

the queen is needed for the new hive. In this case, the worker bees place queen cells in the form of thimbles on the 

bottom of the combs to produce new queens and prevent the queen from damaging the cells [43]. When the queen 

meets the young queen, the worker bees do not allow them to fight. Angered by this, the queen stops laying eggs and 

feeding and becomes weak and ready to fly. One day when the weather is favorable, she leaves the hive with a few 

worker bees. The queen settles on a suitable tree branch in the vicinity and puts the worker bees on top of each other 

to form a cluster. The swarm-shaped swarm bees are duly removed by the beekeeper and placed in the new hive 

[44]. In this way, when the season is favorable, swarming can occur up to the second, third, or even sixth hive. 

However, each swarm means that the hive population decreases and hive strength decreases. The beekeeper who 

wants to keep the honey yield high has to prevent natural bee emergence or should not allow swarming after the first 

swarm. Because as the number of swarming hives increases, the swarm population leaving decreases. The last 

swarms cannot prepare themselves for winter and the beekeeper has to take care of them. Since the mother of the 

first swarm to leave the hive is fertilized, she can start laying eggs immediately. However, in later swarms, the 

young queen is not fertilized and leaves the hive 5-6 days after birth to be fertilized [45]. Although modern 

beekeeping techniques are contrary to natural methods of swarming, sometimes this cannot be avoided. Swarming 

bees usually leave the hive between 9 and 12 o'clock. The first swarms to leave the hive cannot fly very far because 

the queen is old, so they land near the apiary and in low places. The second, third, and later swarms tend to fly 

farther and land in high places because the queen is young. Sometimes these swarms do not even land near the hive 

but tend to nest further away directly. Various methods are possible to get the bees to land when swarming starts. It 

is therefore necessary to prepare the hive where you intend to place the swarm in advance so that the bees can live in 

it in a healthy way [46]. If possible, 1-2 frames should be preferred in the hive. A gap of 2 cm should be left 

between the raised combs, and if honey or sugar syrup is applied to the comb, it will be easier for the bee to enter the 

hive and accept the hive as a nest. The swarming hive should always be kept high above the ground, and if possible, 

it should be covered to keep it cool. In addition, when the bees leave the hive to swarm, their guts are full of honey, 

so swarming bees are calm and not easily harmed [47].  

7. Honey period and harvest 

Honey is 'the collection by honey bees of the sweet substances found in plant flowers, flower essences or living 

parts of plants and secreted by insects in the flower. The collected nectar is separated into its components in the 

digestive systems of the bees and stored in the honeycomb cells and is defined as a matured, sweet product with 

consistency [48]. Honey contains about 200 different components. The chemistry of honey and the amount of nectar 

varies depending on the botanical source. But honey is mainly composed of 82% carbohydrates, 17% water, 0.7% 

minerals, 0.3% protein, vitamins, organic acids, and free amino acids [49]. The amount of water in honey varies 

according to the maturity of the honey. Normally, mature honey should contain 17% water content. The high-water 

content in honey causes it to spoil more easily. Honey contains approximately 15 types of sugars depending on the 

source from which it is obtained, and the enzyme activities secreted by the glands of the bees to convert the 

honeydew into honey. However, fructose (levulose) and glucose (dextrose) constitute the majority of these 15 types 

of sugar. The total sugar content of honey is approximately 80% [50]. Besides sugar and water, honey contains 

valuable minerals such as iron, copper, potassium, calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, silicon, aluminum, chromium, 

nickel, and cobalt. Secretory honeys are richer in mineral content. They can be used for therapeutic purposes due to 

their high mineral content, but they may also be preferred by some consumers because they are not crystallized. In 

addition, honey may contain vitamins B, C, E, and K depending on the amount obtained and the amount and type of 

pollen it contains. Amino acids, which are the building blocks of proteins, are found in very low amounts in honey. 

However, 17 different amino acids have been identified in honey. Acids are the substance that gives honey its 

unique odor. It also ensures that honey has an acidic structure [51]. The pH value of honey varies between 3.4 and 

6.1 depending on the ambient conditions, but the general average is 3.9. Some of the enzymes in honey are obtained 
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from plants and some from glands. Enzymes are among the most valuable substances that play an active role in the 

formation and storage of honey. The amount of enzymes in natural and non-heat-treated honey is quite high, such 

honey meets quality standards  [52]. There are losses in enzyme value in heat-treated honey. Honey is a very 

important food that is easy to digest, nutritious, and has protective and therapeutic properties against many disease-

causing factors through vitamins, minerals, organic acids, amino acids, and enzymes. Honey is classified in three 

ways according to production, marketing, or source. It can be classified as strained and honeycombed according to 

its production and marketing method and as flower and secretion honey according to its source. Flower honey is a 

type of honey produced by bees by collecting the nectar secreted from the nectar glands in the flowers of plants and 

in some cases in the petioles and stems of cherries, broad beans, cotton, and peaches. Glandular honey is a honey 

derivative created by bees by collecting the secretions secreted by insects living on forest trees such as pine, oak, 

beech, spruce, etc. The type of honey produced in our country is pine honey [53], [54]. Honeycomb honey is a type 

of honey made by honeybees for incubation purposes, hexagonal in shape, produced only from beeswax, and stored 

on a frame. Strained honey is another type of honey obtained by separating the honey from the honeycomb using 

straining machines. Honey harvesting should be carried out towards the end of the honey collection season before 

the end of the summer period before the amount of nectar in the field is exhausted. In honey harvesting after the 

nectar flow has stopped, the bees become very angry and aggressive, this is due to the psychology of looting the 

hive. Before harvesting, the beekeeper must make all preparations to avoid problems [55]. The first preparation is to 

prepare the environment where the honey will be placed. This area should be an environment where the beekeeper 

can work comfortably. In addition, all precautions should be taken to prevent bees from entering the room.  The 

second stage of preparation is the beekeeper's self-preparation. A mask and clean overalls suitable for the apiary 

should be worn. In particular, to prevent bees from entering the overalls, the feet should be tied with a bag and tied 

with a rubber band [56]. The beekeeper should review all his equipment. He should prepare gloves, brushes, hand 

irons, bellows, a stand where he can put honey supplements, and a large white cover in front of the hive to be used 

during shaking [57]. Honey harvesting is started early in the morning to avoid the danger of marauders. On cool and 

cloudy days, the bees will swarm in the brood and the number of bees in the honeycombs will be minimal [58]. 

Therefore, the bees must be removed from the frame, for which 4 methods are used. 

 

7.1.1. Shaking and spraying method 

It is a method frequently used by beekeepers who do not have many hives. The biggest disadvantage of the 

shaking method, which is clean, healthy, and additive-free, is that the bees become irritable and injured. A stand on 

which we will put the honey we separate from the hive body is placed next to the hive we will harvest. From the 

duly lit bellows, smoke should be given in slow waves 2-3 times on the edge of the hive cover board. The honey 

bees are separated from the brood with the help of a hand iron taken on the table and covered immediately. The 

brooder is also covered with the cover board.  At this stage, it is divided into two shaking methods. The first one is 

to shake the bees in front of the hive, for this a white cover is laid in front of the hive to cover the flying board. The 

shaken bees are directed towards the hive by blowing smoke with a bellows. The second method of shaking is to 

cover the brood box with the cover board but leave a hole through which the bees are directed up and down. This 

prevents the bees in the brood from being disturbed during harvesting and becoming irritable. A framed honey pot 

with 4-5 empty combs is added to the brood box and covered with a wet cloth. Bees are prevented from flying by 

half-opening the top honeycomb cover, shaking it on the cover, and occasionally running a bellow over the 

honeycomb. Some beekeepers take the frames with honey directly without taking the honeycomb on the brood and 

try to shake the bees into the honeycomb. This is a very inconvenient method. Because the bee that is shaken into 

the honeycomb is shaken again with the second frame just when it is trying to be removed. If the bee is shaken more 

than once, it becomes irritable and quite aggressive, which makes harvesting difficult [59]. For this reason, the most 

accurate method in the shaking technique is to hold the frame by both ends and make a quick downward shaking 

motion, or to hold the frame by one side and hit hard on the hand holding the frame with the free hand to make the 

bees fall. The beekeeper sweeps away the few bees remaining on the frame with a brush. The beekeeper needs 
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support at this stage. He hands the frame to the assistant, and it is placed in a box prepared for filtering and 

immediately covered with a wet cloth. In this way, the harvest is done quickly. During the process, the beekeeper 

must be careful not to smear the honey around and not to harm the bees. Contaminated honey will cause a 

marauding invasion in the hive. The harvested hive is quickly covered and the same process steps are repeated in the 

second hive [60].  

7.1.2. Bee Escape Method 

In this method, a bee-evading device is mounted in the center of the cover board and placed between the brood 

box and the honey pot. Bees can go down to the brood box with the bee-escaping device, but they cannot go up. 

Thus, within 2-3 days the bees leave the honeycomb, and the honey frames can be harvested easily. For this method 

to be applied in the hive healthily, there should be no brood in the honeycomb because the honeycomb will be full. 

After all, the keeper bees cannot go down. The disadvantage of this method is that in very hot weather the bees 

cannot go up to provide ventilation in the hive and the honey in the honeycomb starts to melt [61]. 

7.1.3. Chemical Substance Methot 

 With this method, very large commercial products are used in apiaries abroad. For products that bees do not like 

the smell of, it is applied to the hive with a special device under the lid. Bees leave the honeycomb at certain 

intervals and go down to the brood chamber. When the chemical materials used in this method pose a risk to human 

and bee health, it is necessary to pay attention to legal regulations for the use of appropriate techniques [62].  

7.1.4. Air Blowing Method 

This method is based on the principle of removing the bees from the frames by blowing air with pressure. A 

stand with an open bottom is placed in front of the hive. A wide cloth is stretched between the hive flying table and 

the stand or a ramp is placed in the flying hole for the bees to climb easily. The honey pot is placed on the stand and 

pressurized air is sprayed into the frame gaps. The bees falling on the cover with the pressure of the air are guided 

away from the frame by the bellow's smoke. The honey pot emptied from the hive is removed from the apiary very 

quickly by covering the top and bottom. Various models of air-blowing tools developed for this process are 

available for sale [63].  

7.2. Straining honey 

For honey straining, the temperature should be 25-30 °C to ensure the fluidity of the honey, ease of straining, 

and room temperature. The glazes on the honeycombs of the frame to be filtered should be removed with a glaze 

knife or glaze comb. The glazed frame is placed in a centrifuge (honey filtering) machine rotated manually or 

electrically and the honey is filtered. To clean the remaining honey contaminants from the combs, the frames with 

the drained honey are placed in the brooder in the evening and cleaned by the bees. This cleaning process must be 

done early in the day to avoid marauding bees. The clean and usable frames can be placed back into the hive in the 

spring [64]. Against the honeycomb moth, honeycombs can be suspended and fumigated by burning powdered 

sulfur in a fire, charcoal, or electric stove. However, the moth eggs in the combs may not die during this application, 

so the process can be repeated several times at intervals of 2-3 weeks. If the combs are to be used again, the risk of 

disease can be high. This is why in some countries honeycombs are only allowed to be used for one year. For this 

reason, mothballs should never be used to preserve frames. Naphthalene, a petroleum product, is a carcinogenic 

substance and its residues in honey and beeswax are very dangerous for human health. If too many chemicals are 

used, the honeycombs should be melted into wax and removed. In addition, the honey removed from the filtering 

machine is passed through a multilayer sieve to remove wax crumbs and foreign substances. However, small 
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particles and air bubbles in the honey will cloud the color of the honey [65]. For this reason, the honey is placed in a 

resting tank and allowed to rest. The small wax residues and air bubbles are collected at the top in the form of foam. 

The foamy part is stored separately as feed for the bees or for making vinegar and liqueur. When the honey has 

settled and clarified in the resting tank, it is packaged. As honey contains different building materials, it undergoes 

constant structural changes even during packaging. These changes are usually due to crystallization, darkening of 

color, increase in acidity, and increase or decrease in the types of sugars in the honey. In addition, increasing the 

storage time of honey or heating increases the HMF (hydroxymethyl furfural) value [66]. It is important to know 

that crystallization of honey starts at 5-7°C and deterioration starts at 10°C, so strained honey should be stored 

below 5°C if it is not heated. For crystallized honey to return to its original state, the honey pot should be dissolved 

in a container of hot water to dissolve the honey [67]. The honey pot should never be melted directly over a fire. 

Honey dissolved in this way will crystallize again. The beekeeper should therefore safely filter the honey from the 

hive through the frame and store it according to the information he has learned [59]. 

8. Bee products 

8.1. Pollen  

Pollen is the name given to the plant dust sac in the head of the male reproductive organs of plants, which 

contains the genetic characteristics of the plant [64]. In addition to containing high amounts of protein and 

carbohydrate sources, it is a rich source of vitamins and minerals. Vitamins contained in pollen; It contains vitamins 

such as provitamin A, vitamin B1, vitamin B2, vitamin B3, vitamin B5, vitamin B5, vitamin B6, vitamin B12, 

vitamin C-D, and vitamin E. As minerals, they contain calcium, phosphorus, iron, copper, potassium, magnesium, 

sulfur, sodium, and iodine minerals [65]. Pollen is collected by pollen trapping, which is an important part of the 

hive. Pollen traps, which are located at the entrance of the hive and are only large enough for bees to pass 

through, collect the pollen carried by the bees during the passage of each bee and allow it to accumulate in the 

pollen trap chamber. The pollen accumulated in the hopper is collected at 1-2 day intervals. It is dried in 

drying tanks at a temperature not exceeding 42◦C. This method reduces the water content of pollen by 7%-8 

[66]. Pollen with reduced water content is cleaned by sieving, packaged in an airtight container, and stored in a 

cold environment. Pollen that has been cleaned and needs to be stored for a long time can be fumigated with 

CO2 gas. In addition to honey production, pollen can also be used for colony feeding when necessary. Pollen 

can technically be dried in drying cabinets, but it can also be simply dried in an airy and shady place out of 

direct sunlight. As mentioned before, pollen is a natural nutrient that contains amino acids, vitamins, and 

minerals that are important for the growth and development of living things [67]. Thanks to these substances, it 

is of great importance in human health and nutrition and in maintaining general body resistance. Pollen should 

be collected in the morning on an empty stomach, at least half an hour before breakfast, 4 hours after dinner, 4 

hours after dinner, or before going to bed with warm milk, fruit juices, or plain. The daily dose of pollen in the 

human body is 15-40 g for adults, 10-15 g for children aged 6-12 years, and 5-15 g for children aged 3-5 years. 

In addition to being a very useful bee product, pollen plays an active role in increasing mental and physical 

activities, eliminating anemia, liver and prostate diseases as well as various diseases such as cancer [68], [69]. 

8.2. Beeswax  

    Beeswax is a liquid secreted by the wax glands in the last 4 pairs of abdominal rings of young worker bees. As it 

comes out of the rings, it solidifies after contact with air and is white at the moment of secretion, darkening as time 

passes [70]. Since beeswax is an apolar product, it is not soluble in water as it is soluble in various alcohols. The 

chemical structure of beeswax contains 72% alkali esters, 14% free fatty acids, 11% hydrocarbons, 1% free alcohol, 

and 2% unknown substances. The melting temperature of beeswax is between 62-65◦C and its density is 0.95. Since 

the density of beeswax is lower than the density of water, it does not dissolve in water and starts to dissolve in 

alcohol [66]. Beeswax can then be obtained by removing the wax layer that forms on the surface of the water when 
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left to rest. In addition to this process, solar melting pots can also be used. In ancient times, beeswax was used in 

embalming, to prevent the sarcophagus lids from breathing, and as an adhesive agent [71]. Bees synthesize wax by 

eating honey and from the carbohydrates contained in the honey they eat. After consuming honey, bees secrete wax 

in the form of a chain-like cluster at 35◦C. The wax flake from the abdominal rings is transferred to the chin with the 

help of the feet. The wax transferred to the jaws is processed and used in honeycombing and honeycomb making. In 

addition to these, it is largely used in industrial areas, honeycomb making, cosmetics, decoration, the pharmaceutical 

industry, and the health sector [72].  

8.3. Propolis 

Propolis is a sticky substance collected from plants by bees. While propolis has a hard and brittle structure 

at 15 ◦C, it can turn into a soft, pliable structure at 30◦C. Depending on the source from which it is obtained, it 

has colors ranging from black to yellow. The components in the structure of raw propolis vary according to the 

source from which it is obtained. However, it usually contains 50%-55% resin and balsam, 20%-35% plant-

derived waxes, 10%-15% ethereal and essential oils, 2%-5% pollen, and small amounts of organic and 

inorganic compounds. According to other sources, propolis contains 46% balsam, 27% wax of plant origin, 

and 15% flavones and flavonoids. In addition, flavones and flavonoids are substances that give propolis 

antifungal, antiviral, and antibacterial properties [73]. Honey bees therefore open and collect propolis, the 

protective resins of the plants, with their lower jaws. They soften it in their mouths, add various enz ymes, and 

turn it into pellets for the hive. They carry the pellet using their front legs and place it in a pollen basket on 

their hind legs [74]. Bees accumulate propolis in parts of the hive such as the bottom board, frame edges, and 

behind the entrance hole. Since propolis is a sticky material, collection is done by scraping. After this process, 

propolis may not be clean and may contain various residues. After being cleaned from waste materials, the 

harvested raw propolis is brought to the laboratory, and 'Soft Propolis Extract' is produced. Propolis is used by 

bees to close cracks and open parts in the hive, to prevent the pests that enter the colony and cannot be thrown 

out of the colony from smelling by mummifying them through propolis, to polish and polish the honeycombs, 

to sterilize the hive, and as a raw material for medicine in various fields [75]. Propolis therefore has 

antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, and anesthetic effects. It is used commercially to make medicines, lozenges, 

tablets, creams, and solutions. Propolis helps in the destruction of tumor and cancer cells, in the treatment of 

inflammation of the large intestine, in the treatment of wounds in the mouth caused by chemotherapy, in the 

treatment of asthma, and in the cleaning of cell wastes in the body thanks to its antioxidant properties [76], 

[77]. 

8.4. Bee Venom  

Bee venom is a product produced by the venom glands of worker bees and stored in venom bags. Bees in the egg 

stage have very little ability to produce venom. Bees reach their peak venom production capacity at 12 days of age. 

A worker bee produces around 0.3 mg of bee venom in its lifetime. At 20 days of age, they lose their ability to 

produce venom [78]. Overwintering bees cannot produce bee venom. Bee venom is rich in the polypeptide 

chemicals mellitin, and apamindin. Phospholipases, which are enzymes, are also present in bee venom at 

around 12% [79]. Therefore, bee venom has a chemically highly efficient structure. It contains substances that 

are very important and actively used in the field of pharmacology. For this reason, various methods of 

collecting bee venom have been developed [80]. One of them is a glass plate apparatus placed in parallel with 

wires spaced 5-10 mm apart. This device is placed on the hive flight board or the bottom board of the hive. 12-

volt current is applied to the porous plate, which creates a slight shock effect on the bees passing through 

contact. With the shock effect, the bees release their venom on the glass plate and do not die because they 

cannot pass through the glass plate by trying to prick their stingers. When the bees drop the liquid poison on 

the glass plate, it turns into crystalline, and the crystallized poison is collected with the help of a razor blade. 

Bee venom is used in the protection and defense of the colony against enemies and in the treatment of various 
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diseases. The use of bee venom is more limited compared to other bee products, but it is sold as tablets in 

pharmacies in developed countries such as the USA and attracts great interest. Bee venom is a product that can 

be used in joint disorders such as rheumatism. This product is often used as an anti-inflammatory in flu 

infections, in the treatment of allergic diseases, and the treatment of diseases such as gout and asthma [81]. 

The American Apitherapy Association has reported that it is also used in eczema, tissue hardening, skin 

cancer, and scar removal. Bee venom is a highly preferred product in the treatment of epilepsy, some types of 

cancer, throat infections, migraines, cholesterol, sinusitis, and ulcers [82].  

9. What to do with a bee sting and bee sting? 

The stinger on the back of worker bees is the most effective weapon for self-defense. Although the bees' stinger 

is behind them, they can easily stab their enemy with their stinger in all kinds of defense. The bee stinger consists of 

two parts. The first part is the oval-shaped venom sac, which is connected to the intestines from the abdominal 

cavity. The second part is the stinger. On the stinger, 9 hook-shaped structures look like arrowheads. It is these 

hooks that prevent the bee from coming back out after sticking the stinger [83]. After stinging, the bees inject the 

venom stored in the venom sac into the enemy's body and the enemy feels great pain. In addition to the stinger, 

which it cannot remove because of the hooks, sometimes a part of its intestines also breaks off and remains where 

the stinger is stuck together with the venom sac. The life of the bee whose stinger remains stuck in the enemy's body 

ends within 1-2 days. For this reason, bees with the stinger stuck in the enemy become more aggressive and attack 

the enemy more. However, the bee with a stinger has no chance to sting again and after the bee stings, panic, and 

hand, arm, etc. movements should not be made. Such movements attract the attention of other bees and cause them 

to attack [84].  

Bee venom has a distinctive odor, and the spread of this odor causes other bees to become irritable. Therefore, in 

case of a bee sting, the sting should be washed. When removing the bee stinger from the sting site, it should be 

removed by holding the venom sac. Because if the poison enters the body through the stinger, it causes increased 

pain. The danger of a bee sting depends on the person's constitution, allergies, or the number of stinging bees [85]. 

In the case of a bee sting where a person is allergic to bee stings; redness, itching, and swelling are seen throughout 

the body. In addition, there are symptoms such as breathing difficulties, abdominal pain, vomiting, and heart 

palpitations. In addition, as the throat muscles contract and the pharynx swells, breathing becomes increasingly 

difficult and the patient may suffocate [86]. The most effective alternative and fast medicine method against bee 

stings is cleaning with ammonia. It can be applied to the place where the bee stings, as well as 5-10 drops in a glass 

of water. It is not correct to rub or suck where the bee stings. Putting ice on the sting, applying yogurt, or drinking 

buttermilk contributes to the reduction of pain [87]. 

10. Conclusion 

Beekeeping is a branch of agriculture where products such as honey, beeswax, pollen, propolis, and bee venom 

are produced with traditional and modern methods from the past to the present. It has become a very popular 

profession in our country and developed countries. Bees contribute not only to crop production but also to 

pollination and fertilization factors of plants in the ecosystem. For this reason, bees are one of the living groups that 

play an active role in natural selection and have a high risk of contamination. To prevent this risk of contamination 

and to approach the hive with the right techniques and methods, it is necessary to acquire basic information. It is not 

correct to learn basic information about beekeeping from hearsay and wrong sources, it is better to learn from people 

who have done this job and have experience or from current sources that have a command of the literature. Bee 

diseases in the hive, parasites, queen use, nutritional status, and colony management are the main causes of bee 

losses. Therefore, unconscious use of pesticides; hive sizes and spacing; location of the hive and care of the bees; 

water, air, and environmental pollution should be taken into consideration. 

This study focuses on the importance of beekeeping in our lives, how to start beekeeping, and how to care for 

bees and bee products. While dealing with beekeeping, it is discussed how the correct bee breeding should be based 
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on the literature. In this way, certain problems have been overcome. We believe that it will guide the way for future 

bee studies. 
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